
Human Centered Design 
Rune Nørager, design psychologist 
Cand.psych., ph.d. 
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Research Design Iterate

Test

Refine

Ideation

Design

Empathize

Analysis

Implement

Adjust

Deploy

UCD
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Research Design Iterate

Test

Refine

Ideation

Design

Empathize

Analysis

Implement

Adjust

Deploy

Co-creation 
Co-design 

Participatory design
UCDHCD
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Research Design Iterate DeployUCD

HCD
Process

Expert

Test

Refine

Ideation

Design

Empathize

Analysis

Implement

Adjust
1 2 3 4 5 6

Senses    Perception    Memory    Learning     Language    Thinking    Motor action    Motivation     Personality 

HCD toolbox: Analysis & design driver tools

Psychological theory

Graphical user 
interfaces (GUI)

Devices 
Industrial design

IFU / QRG  
Assisted user Service design

Product & domain specific design driver tools

Activity theory     —     Cognitive linguistics     —     Embodied cognition     —     Ecological psychology

7



Personas / User

Elderly
Young

First time  
user

“Nerd”
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Human

Personas / User
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Personas / User
Getting lost in details…
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User (unique) 
Centered design 

“fit  tech. to user”

Human (generic)  
Centered design 

“fit  tech. to human”

Human — User: same same but different

Embodiment 
Thinking 
Perception 
Memory 
Mental  models 
Basic funct ions

Learning 
Sensing 

Emotions 
Language 
Behaviour 

Stressed/panic

Sales rep.  
Doctor 
Pat ient  
Teacher 
Early  adopter 
Disabled

Consumer 
Person 

Individuel  
Parent 

American 
Introvert
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d.psy

d.psy analysis & design process

29

Say

Do

Fact

Diverse data at 
multiple levels

Fact used  
root cause analysis

Design drivers to 
support product 

development
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d.psy 30

Say

Do

Fact

Diverse data at 
multiple levels

Fact used  
root cause analysis

Design drivers to 
support product 

development

Anthro-etno. only
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xx =

Research & analysis
Value proposit ion & 

 technology focus Design drivers

HCD toolsStrategic toolsUCD tools

LoC AT

DoUX

uxValuEQ

Persona

STReBA

Customer /  User Journey



Define and operationalise

Unfold DefineSeed
-  linking up with existing research

How we work: defining and qualifying your design challenges

Qualify
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Design  
space

Assumptions 
about humans

…we are very 
different in our 

needs (e.g. personas)
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dpsy

Design: vector

34

Design  
space

E x t e n d e d  
Design  
space

Knowledge 
about humans
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Design: drivers
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Application

Correct 
knowlege

No application

False 
knowlege

• No application of 
correct knowlege

• Application of correct 
knowledge 

• Wrong application of 
correct knowledge. 

• Correct application of 
false knowledge. 

• Wrong application of 
false knowledge. 
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In the good old days: … and now!
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Embodied behaviour 
“levels of cognition”

Disembodied behaviour 
“information processing”

2017 ©  designpsykologi                  
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Rule based behavior

If      
then
➪

• Keep to a minimum in products

• Users may apply wrong rules

• Requires formal education

• Subject to learning curves

• Users apply rules if appropriate

• Based on formal experience

Analytical intellectual skill
• Do not rely on in products! 

• They make very poor UX

IQ

• Fragile and highly limited

• Break down under stress

• Require conscious focus

• Effortful

Learned skills

• Learn what users know

• Build on this knowledge base

•
• Cultural differences 

• May limit innovation

• Standards

• Only applicable existing tech.

!
Basic human skills

• Move basic interaction here

• Virtually limitless resources

• Virtually limitless resources

• Robust, fast and effortless

• Truly intuitive

• Cross cultural

Levels of cognition: LoC
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External cognition 
Make it easier to do it right. Guide the 
interaction. Design constraints and  
feedback & feedforward into the product 

Congruence & redundancy 
Tell the same story at all cognitive layers. Create 
redundancy in communication with multiple 
layered information. 

Match conceptual models 
Make explicit & consistent mental model in 
product that matches the users’ mental model. 
Build on conceptual models users’ already have. 
Make these (just one) explicit in the product. 
Make it consistent. Like a good speech that 
uses a powerful metaphor consistently.  

Standards 
Build on what the users already know. Abide to 
standards. Follow ISO and existing de-facto standards 
that users are naturally exposed to in their daily lives. 

Awarering 
With careful obstructions critical interaction can be relegated 
to conscious awareness. Short circuit automatic responses 
and break routine when they are undesired.  

Embodiment 
Make relevant information DIRECTLY perceivable (non-
symbolic). Think analog information rather than symbolic digital.  
Create embodied direct couplings in product. Avoid separations 
in time and space between functional related elements. 

7

5

1

63

2

4

small 

medium 

large

Levels of cognition: design driversTM

Human design navigation
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Human design navigation
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“Voices” in design
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Information processing 
Symbolic computing

Dual processing 
System 1 and 2

Levels of processing 
Embodied cognition

System 1

System 2

System A-B

Sys. C

D-E

FThinking 
(system 2)

55

Comparison

(Barsalou et al., 2003)

66

Grounded cognition view

 functional-equivalence hypothesis, supported by many 
cognitive psychologists (Farah, Finke, Kosslyn, Shepard, Rumelhart,...)
- visual imagery as functionally equivalent to visual perception (albeit not 
identical)

- supported by shared neural substrates
 mental rotations (e.g. Shepard, Metzler, 1971)
 image scaling (Kosslyn, 1975, 1976)
 image scanning (Kosslyn, Ball, Reiser, 1978; Pinker, 1980)

Perception / actioncognitionenvironment

Norman

Only focus on higher order cognition.  
Understood as abstract symbolic processing.

Focus on two types of cognition.  
A basic system 1 and higher order system 2.  

Cognition abstracted from the world.

Multiple levels of cognition. Heterarchical 
organisation.  Embodied 

KahnemannModel human  
processor

Barsalou  
Velichkovsky

UX seminar 
2015
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Adaptive operations (core knowledge)

What?

W
hy

?

How?

M
ea

ni
ng

  
& 

m
ot

iv
e 

(n
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ds
)

Operational 
conditions

Activity

Behaviour

Task 

& goal

Autom
ation

Convention

[Inherent]

[A
ugmented]

[F
un

ct
io

na
l]

IQ

Aw
areing

Reflection

Inherent

Augmented

Functional



Device Cartridge Needle

Root cause of strange behavior….
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Device Cartridge Needle

Root cause of strange behavior….

IFU
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Root cause of strange behavior….

1: Backload 2: Device skip
IFU
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Root cause of strange behavior….syringe mental model

1: Backload 2: Device skip
IFU
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Identification of  

user world and needs 

Ethnographic and anthropological tools 

— guided with expert behavioral knowledge

Integratio
n of d

esig
n w

ith
 

expert k
nowledge of h

umans 

Eve
ryt

hing w
e alre

ady k
now  

that w
e need not a

sk 
use

rs 
about. 

Organisational and 

business UX 

Implementation and integration of 

UX at all levels of the organisation. 

Strategic, tactical and operational. 

ux-Læringsmodel
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IxD UXUI

ux
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“Fun theory… 
… well yeah, fun is actually not required

Piano staicase, Stockholm, 2009
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Konformitet: Asch’s studier 

1   2   3 Hvilken linie matcher ? 

Otical flow

Agency

Group think

Direct perception

Semiotic blends

Fun theory

Root cause 
descriptions

Surface 
descriptions
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       Not funny! 
brightness* 

*among several behavioral mechanisms





This would 
likely not work
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Ambient vision (Rods)
Functional properties 

• Driven by structures in the world 
• Task independent 
• Relates to how and where (dorsal) 
• Basic sensorymotor behaviour 
• Automatic and preattentive 
• Supports online activity 
• Relatively fast processing

Physiological properties 

• Scotopic - night vision 
• acromatic - colourless 
• Low resolution - diffucse light 
• slow light adaptation 
• Coarse macro strcutures 
• Stimuli over time (direct perception) 
• General shape, strcuture & position

Functional properties 

• Task dependents 
• What is it? Evaluative (ventral/what) 
• Consciously controlled 
• Conscious awareness 
• Cultural information (symbol, icons) 
• Relative slow processing 
• Recognition and identification 

Physiological properties 

• Fotopic - well lit & direct light 
• Colour and details 
• High resolution 
• Fast light adaptation 
• Can detect fast changes 
• Low light sensitivity 
• Sharp edges and surface texture

2-4%
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Overskrift: qualifyer

64
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Husk at  
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Husk at  
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